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Processing syntactically i l l-formed language is an important mission of  the EPISTLE 
system, l l l - formed input is treated by this system in various ways. Misspellings are 
highlighted by a standard spelling checker; syntactic errors are detected and corrections are 
suggested; and stylistic infelicities are called to the user's attention. 

Central to the EPISTLE processing strategy is its technique of  fitted parsing. When the 
rules of  a conventional syntactic grammar are unable to produce a parse for an input string, 
this technique can be used to produce a reasonable approximate parse that can serve as 
input to the remaining stages of  processing. 

This paper first describes the fitting process and gives examples of  i l l-formed language 
situations where it is called into play. We then show how a fitted parse allows EPISTLE to 
carry on its text-critiquing mission where conventional grammars would fail either because 
of  input problems or because of limitations in the grammars themselves. Some inherent 
difficulties of  the fitting technique are also discussed. In addition, we explore how style 
critiquing relates to the handling of i l l-formed input, and how a fitted parse can be used in 
style checking. 

Introduction 

In its current  form, the EPISTLE system addresses the 
problems of grammar  and style checking of texts writ- 
ten in ordinary English (letters, reports ,  and manuals,  
as opposed to novels, plays, and poems).  It is this 
goal that  involves us so intimately with the processing 
of i l l-formed language. G r a m m a r  checking deals with 
such errors as disagreement  in number  be tween sub- 
ject and verb; style checking calls at tent ion to such 
infelicities as sentences that  are too wordy or too com- 
plex. A standard spelling checker  is also included. 

Our grammar  is writ ten in NLP (Heidorn  1972), an 
augmented phrase structure language which is current-  
ly implemented in LISP/370. At this t ime the EPISTLE 
grammar  uses syntactic, but not semantic,  information.  
Access to an on-l ine s tandard dict ionary with about  
130,000 entries,  including pa r t -o f - speech  and some 
other  syntact ic  informat ion  (such as t ransi t ivi ty of 

1 The work described here is a continuation of work first 
presented at the Conference on Applied Natural Language Process- 
ing in Santa Monica, California (Jensen and Heidorn 1983). 

verbs),  makes the sys tem's  vocabulary  essentially un- 
limited. We test and improve the g rammar  by regular- 
ly running it on a data base of 2254 sentences f rom 
411 actual business letters. Most  of these sentences 
are rather  complicated;  the longest contains 63 words, 
and the average length is 19.2 words. 

Since the subset of English represented in business 
documents  is very large, we need a very comprehen-  
sive g rammar  and a robust  parser. We take a heuristic 
approach and consider that  a natural  language parser  
can be divided into three parts: 
(a) a set of rules, called the core  g r a m m a r ,  that  pre-  

cisely defines the central,  agreed-upon grammat-  
ical structures of a language; 

(b) peripheral  procedures  that  handle parsing ambi-  
guity: when the core g rammar  produces  more  
than one parse, these procedures  decide which 
of the multiple parses is to be preferred;  

(c) per ipheral  procedures  that  handle parsing fail- 
ure: when the core grammar  cannot  define an 
acceptable  parse, these procedures  assign some 
reasonable  structure to the input. 
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In EPISTLE, 
(a) the core g rammar  consists at present  of a set of 

about  300 syntax rules; 
(b) ambigui ty  is resolved by using a metr ic  that  

ranks alternative parses (Heidorn 1982); and 
(c) parse failure is handled by the fitting procedure  

described here. 
In using the terms core grammar and periphery, we 

are consciously echoing recent  work  in genera t ive  
grammar,  but we are applying the terms in a somewhat  
di f ferent  way. Core  grammar ,  in current  linguistic 
theory,  suggests the notion of a set of very general 
rules that  define universal  proper t ies  of human  lan- 
guage and effectively set limits on the types of gram- 
mars  any par t icular  language may  have;  per iphery  
phenomena  are those construct ions that are peculiar to 
part icular  languages and that  require rules beyond  
what  the core g rammar  will provide (Lasnik and Freid- 
in 1981). Our current  work is not concerned with the 
meta- ru les  of a Universal  Grammar .  But we have 
found that a distinction be tween core and per iphery is 
useful even within a g rammar  of a particular language 
- in this case, English. 

Parsing in EPISTLE 

EPISTLE's parser  is wri t ten in the NLP programming  
language, which works with augmented  phrase struc- 
ture rules and with a t t r ibute-value records,  which are 
manipulated by the rules. When NLP is used to parse 
natural  language text,  the records descr ibe const i tu-  
ents, and the rules put these const i tuents  together  to 
fo rm ever  larger cons t i tuent  (or record)  structures.  
Records  contain  all the computa t iona l  and linguistic 
information associated with words, with larger constit-  
uents, and with the parse formation.  At this t ime our 
g rammar  is sentence-based;  we do not, for instance, 
create record structures to describe paragraphs.  De- 
tails of the EPISTLE system and of its core g rammar  
may be found in Heidorn  et al. (1982).  An earlier 
overview of the sys tem is p resen ted  in Miller et al. 
(1981).  

A close examinat ion of parse trees produced by the 
core g rammar  will of ten  reveal  b ranch  a t t achments  
that  are not quite right: for  example ,  semantical ly  
incongruous preposi t ional  phrase a t tachments .  In line 
with our pragmat ic  parsing philosophy, our core gram- 
mar  is designed to produce unique approximate  parses. 
(Recall that  we currently have access only to syntactic 
and morphological  informat ion about  consti tuents.)  In 
the cases where semantic or pragmat ic  informat ion is 
needed before  a proper  a t tachment  can be made,  rath-  
er than produce  a confus ion of multiple parses  we 
force the grammar  to try to assign a single parse. This 
is usually done by forcing some a t t achments  to be 
made to the closest, or r ightmost,  available consti tu- 
ent. This s t ra tegy only rarely impedes  the type of 
g rammar -check ing  and s tyle-checking that  we are 

working on. And we feel that  a single parse with a 
consis tent  a t t achment  scheme will yield much more  
easily to later semantic processing than would a large 
number  of different structures. 

The rules of  the core g rammar  (CG) produce  a 
single approximate  parse for a lmost  7 0 %  percent  of 
input text, and a small number  of multiple parses for 
another  16% . The CG can always be improved and 
its coverage extended;  work on improving the EPISTLE 
CG is continual. But the coverage of a core g rammar  
will never  reach 100%.  For  those strings that  cannot  
be fully parsed by rules of  the core g rammar  we use a 
heuristic best f i t  procedure  that  produces  a reasonable  
parse structure. 

The Fitting Procedure 

The fitting procedure  begins af ter  the CG rules have 
been applied in a bo t tom-up ,  parallel fashion, but have 
failed to produce an S node that  covers the string. At 
this point,  as a by-produc t  of bo t tom-up  parsing, rec- 
ords are available for inspection that  describe the vari- 
ous segments  of the input string f rom many  perspec-  
tives, according to the rules that  have been applied. 
The term fitting has to do with selecting and fitting 
these pieces of the analysis together  in a reasonable  
fashion. 

The fitting algorithm, which is itself implemented  
as a set of NLP rules, proceeds in two main stages: 
first, a head constituent is chosen;  next,  remaining 
constituents are fitted in. In our current  implementa-  
tion, candidates for  the head are tested preferential ly 
as follows, f rom most  to least desirable: 
(a) VPs with tense and subject;  
(b) VPs with tense but no subject;  
(c) phrases without  verbs (e.g., NPs, PPs); 
(d) non-fini te  VPs; 
(e) others. 
If more than one candidate is found in any category,  
the one preferred is the widest (covering most  text). 
If  there is a tie for  widest, the lef tmost  of those is 
preferred.  If there is a tie for lef tmost ,  the one with 
the best  value for the parse metric  is chosen. If there 
is still a tie (a very unlikely case),  an arbi t rary choice 
is made. (Note  that  we consider a VP to be any seg- 
ment  of text that has a verb as its head element .)  

The fitting process is complete  if the head const i tu-  
ent covers the entire input string (as would be the case 
if the string contained just a noun phrase,  for  example,  
"Salutat ions and congratu la t ions") .  If the head con- 
st i tuent  does not cover  the entire string, remaining 
const i tuents  are added on either side, with the follow- 
ing order  of preference:  
(a) segments  other than VP; 
(b) untensed VPs; 
(c) tensed VPs. 
As with the choice of head, the widest candidate is 
preferred at each step. The fit moves  outward f rom 
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FITTED ---NP ...... NOUN*---"Example" 

---PUNC .... ":" 

---VP* .... NPI ..... DET ..... ADJ* ...... 

---PUNC .... 

"Your" 

I ..... NOUN*--- "percentage" 

I ..... PP i ..... PREP ........ of" 

I ..... MONEY* ...... $250.00" 

.... VERB*---" is" 

.... NP ...... MONEY*--"$187.50" 

i v  . , v  

Figure 1. An example of a fitted parse tree. 

the head, both  leftward to the beginning of the string, 
and rightward to the end, until the entire input string 
has been fit ted into a best  approx imate  parse tree. 
The overall effect  of the fitting process is to select the 
largest chunk of sentence-l ike material  within a text 
string and consider  it to be central ,  with le f t -over  
chunks of text at tached in some reasonable  manner.  

As a simple example,  consider this text string: 
"Example :  Your percentage of $250.00 is $187.50."  

Because this string has a capitalized first word and a 
period at its end, it is submit ted to the core grammar  
for consideration as a sentence. But it is not a sen- 
tence, and so the CG will fail to arrive at a completed 
parse. However ,  during processing, the CG will have 
assigned many  structures to its substrings. Looking 
for a head const i tuent  among  these structures,  the 
fitting procedure  will first seek VPs with tense and 
subject.  Several are present:  "$250 .00  is",  
"pe rcen tage  of $250.00 is",  "$250 .00  is $187 .50" ,  
and so on. The widest and leftmost  of these VP con- 
stituents is the one which covers the string "Your  per-  
centage of $250.00 is $187.50" ,  so it will be chosen as 
head. 

The fitting process then looks for additional con- 
stituents to the left, favoring ones other than VP. It 
finds first the colon, and then the word "Example" .  
In this string the only consti tuent  following the head is 
the final period, which is duly added. The complete  
fitted parse is shown in Figure 1. 

The form of parse tree used here shows the top-  
down structure of the string f rom left to right, with the 
terminal nodes being the last i tem on each line. At 
each level of the tree (in a vertical column),  the head 

element  of a const i tuent  is marked  with an asterisk. 
The other  e lements  above  and below are pre-  and 
post-modif iers .  The highest e lement  of the trees 
shown here is F I T T E D ,  ra ther  than the more  usual 
SENT. (It is important  to r emember  that  these parse 
diagrams are only shor thand representa t ions  for  the 
NLP record structures, which contain an abundance  of 
information about  the string processed.)  

The tree of Figure 1, which would be lost if we 
restricted ourselves to the rules of the core grammar,  
is now available for  examinat ion,  for  g rammar  and 
style checking, and ultimately for  semantic  interpreta-  
tion. It can take its place in the s t ream of continuous 
text and be analyzed for  what it is - a sentence frag- 
ment ,  in terpre table  only by re ference  to other  sen- 
tences in context.  

F u r t h e r  E x a m p l e s  

The fitted parse approach can help to deal with many  
difficult natural  language problems,  including frag-  
ments,  difficult cases of ellipsis, proliferat ion of rules 
to handle single phenomena ,  phenomena  for which no 
rule seems adequate,  and punctuat ion horrors.  Each 
of these is discussed here with examples.  

Fragments. There  are many  of these in running 
text;  they are f requent ly  NPs, as in Figure 2, and 
include common greetings, farewells, and sentiments.  
(N.B., most  of the examples in this paper  are taken 
f rom the EPISTLE data base.) 

D i f f i c u l t  c a s e s  o f  e l l i p s i s .  In the sentence  of 
Figure 3, what we really have semantically is a con- 
junction of two proposi t ions  which, if genera ted  di- 
rectly, would read: "Secondly,  the Annual  Commission 

FITTEDI---NP*J .... NPi ..... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "Good" 

I I I ..... NOUN*---"Iuck" 

I I .... CONJ*---"and" 

I I .... NPJ ..... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "good" 

I I ..... NOUN* ..... selling" 

P---PUNC .... "." 

Figure 2. Fitted noun phrase (fragment). 
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FITTED .... AVPI .... ADV* .... "Secondly" 

I .... PUNC ...... , " 

.... NP I ..... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "the" 

i ..... NP ...... NOUN* --- "Annua i" 

I ..... NP ...... NOUN*--- "Commi s s ion" 

I ..... NP ...... NOUN* ..... Statement" 

i ..... NOUN* ..... total" 

.... VERB ...... should" 

.... VERB* --- "be" 

.... NP ...... MONEY* .... $14,682.61 " 

---PUNC .... ", " 

---AVP ..... ADV* .... "not" 

---NP ...... MONEY* .... $14,682.67" 

- - - PUNC .... ". " 

Figure 3. Fitted sentence with ellipsis. 

FITTED I ---NP ...... NOUN*--- "Bil i" 

---PUNC .... ", " 

I .... NP ...... PRON* --- " I" 

i .... VERB ..... " ' ve" 

i .... VERB .... "been" 

I .... VERB* ..... asked" 

i .... INFCL l --INFTO---" to" 

I --VERB*---" clarify" 

I --NP I ..... AJP ..... ADJ* ...... the" 

i ..... AJP ..... VERB* --- "e nc io sed" 

i ..... NOUN* ..... letter" 

---PUNC .... ". " 

Figure 4. Fitted sentence with initial vocative. 

FITTED I ---NP I ..... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "Good" 

I ..... NOUN*---" luck" 

---PP I ..... PREP .... "to" 

J ..... NP ...... PRON* --- "you" 

i ..... CONJ*---"and" 

I ..... NP ...... PRON* --- "yours" 

---CONJ .... ",and" 

---VP* .... NP ...... PRON*---" I" 

.... VERB*---"wish" 

.... NP ...... PRON*---"you" 

.... NP ..... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "the" 

..... ADV ..... "VERY" 

..... ADJ* .... "best" 

.... PP ..... PREP .... "in" 

..... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "your" 

..... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "future" 

..... NOUN* - - - "e f fort s" 

---PUNC .... ". " 

Figure 5. Fitted conjunction of noun phrase with clause. 
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Sta tement  total  should be $14,682.61;  the Annual  
Commiss ion  S ta tement  total  should not be 
$14,682.67." Delet ion processes  opera t ing on the 
second proposi t ion are lawful (delet ion of identical 
elements) but massive. It would be unwise to write a 
core grammar  rule that routinely allowed negativized 
NPs to follow main clauses, because: 
(a) the proper  analysis of this sentence would be 

obscured: some pieces - namely,  the inferred 
concepts  - are missing f rom the second part  of 
the surface sentence; 

(b) the linguistic generalization would be lost: any 
two conjoined proposit ions can undergo deletion 
of identical ( recoverable)  elements. 

A fitted parse such as Figure 3 allows us to inspect the 
main clause for syntactic and stylistic deviances,  and 
at the same time makes clear the breaking point be-  
tween the two proposit ions and opens the door  for a 
later semantic processing of the elided elements. 

Prol i ferat ion o f  r u l e s  to h a n d l e  single 
phenomena. There  are some English construct ions  
that,  a l though they have a fairly simple and uni tary 
form, do not hold anything like a unitary ordering 
relation within clause boundaries.  The vocative is one 
of these: 

(a) Bill  I 've  been asked to clarify the enclosed 
letter. 

(b) I 've  been asked, Bill  to clarify the enclosed 
letter. 

(c) I 've  been asked to clarify the enclosed letter, 
Bill. 

In longer sentences there would be even more possible 
places to insert the vocative. 

Rules could be writ ten that would explicitly allow 
the placement  of a proper  name, surrounded by com- 
mas, at different positions in the sentence - a different 
rule for  each position. But this solution lacks ele- 
gance, makes  a simple phenomenon  seem complicated,  
and always runs the risk of overlooking yet one more 
position where some other writer might insert a voca- 
tive. The parse fitting procedure  provides an al terna- 
tive that  preserves the integrity of the main clause and 
allows the vocative to be added onto the structure, as 
shown, for example,  in Figure 4. Other  similar phe-  
nomena,  such as parenthet ica l  expressions,  can be 
handled in this same fashion. 

P h e n o m e n a  f o r  w h i c h  no r u l e  s e e m s  a d e q u a t e .  
The sentence " G o o d  luck to you and yours, and 1 wish 
you the very best in your future ef for ts ."  is, on the 
face of it, a conjunction of a noun phrase (or NP plus 
PP) with a finite verb phrase. Such constructions are 
not usually considered to be fully grammatical ,  and a 
core g rammar  that contains a rule describing this con- 
struction ought probably  to be called a faulty gram- 
mar. Nevertheless,  ordinary English correspondence  
abounds with strings of this sort, and readers have no 

difficulty construing them. The fitted parse for this 
sentence in Figure 5 presents the finite clause as its 
head and adds the remaining const i tuents  in a reasona-  
ble fashion. From this structure later semantic proc-  
essing could infer that " G o o d  luck to you and yours"  
really means " I  exp re s s / s end /w i sh  good luck to you 
and yours"  - a special case of formalized,  ritualized 
ellipsis. 

Punctuation horrors. In any large sample of natu- 
ral language text, there will be many  irregularities of 
punctuat ion that, al though perfect ly  unders tandable  to 
readers ,  can comple te ly  disable an explicit computa -  
tional grammar.  In business text these difficulties are 
frequent.  Some can be caught and corrected by punc-  
tuat ion checkers  and balancers .  But others  cannot ,  
sometimes because,  for all their trickiness, they are not 
really wrong. Yet few grammar ians  would care to 
dignify, by describing it with rules of the core gram- 
mar, a text string like: 

"Opt ions:  A l - ( T r a n s m i t t e r  Clocked by Data-  
set) B3-(without  the 605 Recall Unit) C5-  
(with ABC Ring Indicator)  D8-(wi thout  Auto 
Answer)  E10- (Au to  Ring Select ive) ."  

Our parse fitting procedure handles this example by 
building a string of NPs separa ted  with punc tua t ion  
marks,  as shown in Figure 6. This solution at least 
enables  us to get a handle on the contents  of the 
string. 

B e n e f i t s  

There are two main benefi ts  to be gained f rom using 
the fitted parse approach.  First, it allows for syntactic 
processing - for our purposes ,  g r ammar  and style 
checking - to proceed  in the absence  of a per fec t  
parse. Second, it provides a promising structure to 
submit  to later  semant ic  processing routines.  And 
parenthetically,  a fitted parse diagram is a great aid to 
g rammar  rule debugging. The place where the first 
break occurs be tween the head const i tuent  and its pre- 
or pos t -modif ie rs  usually indicates fairly precisely 
where the core grammar  failed. 

It  should be emphas ized  that  a fit t ing procedure  
cannot  be used as a substitute for explicit rules, and 
that it in no way lessens the impor tance  of the core 
grammar.  There is a tight interaction be tween the two 
components .  The success of the fitted parse depends 
on the accuracy and completeness  of the core rules; a 
fit is only as good as its grammar.  

C o r r e c t i n g  S y n t a c t i c  Er rors  in a F i t t e d  P a r s e  

Suppose the text string in Figure 1 had contained an 
ungrammat ica l i ty ,  such as d isagreement  in n u mb er  
be tween its subject and its verb. Then our troubles 
would be compounded.  There  would be two reasons 
for the CG to reject  that string: (a) it is a fragment;  
and (b) it contains a syntax error. 
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FITTED ---NP ...... NOUN*--- "Opt ions" 

---PUNC .... " : " 

---NP ...... NOUN*---"A I " 

---PUNC .... "-" 

---PUNC .... " ( " 

---NP I ..... NP ...... NOUN*---"Transmitter" 

I ..... NOUN* ..... Clocked" 

---PP I ..... PREP .... "by" 

I ..... NOUN* ..... Datas et" 

---PUNC ...... ) " 

---NP ...... NOUN*---"B3" 

--- PUNC ......... 

I ---PP* .... PUNC .... " (" 

I .... PREP ...... without" 

I .... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "the" 

I .... QUANT---NUM* ...... 6 0 5" 

.... NP ...... NOUN*---"RecalI" 

.... NOUN*---"Unit" 

.... PUNC ...... ) " 

---NP ...... NOUN* --- "C 5" 

---PUNC .... "-" 

---PP ..... PUNC .... " ( " 

..... PREP .... "with" 

..... NP ...... NOUN* --- "ABC" 

..... NP ...... NOUN* --- "Ring" 

..... NOUN*---" Indicator" 

..... PUNC ...... ) " 

---NP ...... NOUN*---"D8" 

- - - PUNC .... "-" 

---PP I ..... PUNC ...... (" 

I ..... PREP .... "without" 

I ..... NP ...... NOUN*--- "Auto" 

I ..... NOUNS --- "Answer" 

I ..... PUNC ...... ) " 

---NP ...... NOUN* --- "E I 0" 

--- PUNC .... "-" 

---NP I ..... PUNC .... " ( " 

I ..... NP ...... NOUN*--- " Auto" 

I ..... NP ...... NOUN*--- "Ring" 

I ..... NOUNS ..... Select ive" 

I ..... PUNC ...... ) " 

---PUNC .... ". " 

Figure 6. Fitted list. 

But the CG can recover from many syntax errors: 
it can diagnose and correct them, producing the parse 
tree that would be appropriate if the correct ion were 
made.  Figure 7 illustrates this ability. This number-  
disagreement p h e n o m e n o n  is fairly c o m m o n  in current 
American English. The tensed verb seems to want to 
agree with its c losest  noun neighbor (in this sentence,  
"forms. . .are") rather than with its subject NP ("a car- 
bon copy. . . is") .  A prescriptive rule still insists that 
subject  and verb should agree in number,  however ,  

and the EPISTLE grammar provides  a correct ion for 
such cases.  N o t e  that in the last line of  Figure 7 the 
word "are" has been changed to "is". (See Heidorn 
et al. (1982)  for a more thorough discussion of  the 
error correct ion technique.)  

And n o w  the fitting procedure al lows us to contin-  
ue this work even under wildly ungrammatical  condi-  
tions. Figure 8 is a fitted parse for the string in Figure 
1, with a number disagreement error introduced into 
the fragment.  
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DECL ---NPI ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "A" 

I ..... NP ...... NOUN*---"carbon" 

i ..... NOUN*---"copy" 

i .... PP ..... PREP .... "of" 

..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "the" 

..... NPI ..... NOUN* ..... Workman" 

I ..... POSS .... "'s" 

..... NP ...... NOUN*---"Compensation '' 

..... NOUN*---"forms" 

---VERB .... "are" 

---VERB*---"enclosed" 

---PPI ..... PREP .... "for" 

J ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "your" 

J ..... NOUN*---"information" 

---PUNC .... "." 

GRAMMATICAL ERROR: SUBJECT-VERB NUMBER DISAGREEMENT. 

A carbon copy...ARE enclosed for your information. 

CONSIDER: 

A carbon copy...IS enclosed for your information. 

Figure 7. Diagnosis and correction of a syntax error (not a fitted parse). 

FITTEDI---NP ...... NOUN* ..... Example" 

---PUNC .... ":" 

---Vp* .... NPI ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "your" 

I ..... NOUN* ..... percentage" 

i ..... PPi ..... PREP .... "of" 

I ..... MONEY*--"$250.00" 

.... VERB,---,,are ,, 

.... NP ...... MONEY* .... $]87.50" 

---PUNC .... "." 

POSSIBLE GRAMMATICAL ERROR: SUBJECT-VERB NUMBER 

Example: your percentage...ARE $187.50. 

CONSIDER: 

Example: your percentage...IS $]87.50. 

DISAGREEMENT. 

Figure 8. Fitted parse containing clause with syntax error. 

FITTEDI---PP*I .... PREP .... "Between" 

I I .... NP ...... PRON* ..... you" 

I I .... CONJ* ..... and" 

I I .... NP ...... PRON*---"I" 

I---PUNC .... "." 

POSSIBLE GRAMMATICAL ERROR: 

BETWEEN you and I. 

CONSIDER: 

BETWEEN you and ME. 

WRONG PRONOUN IN OBJECT 

Figure 9. Case error in prepositional phrase. 

POSITION. 
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Thanks to the flexibility of this approach,  it is pos- 

sible to check grammar  within the smallest imaginable 
consti tuents (Figure 9) - and in the largest imaginable 
(Figure 10). 

In summary,  there are many  different  causes for  
syntact ic  i l l - formedness  in the processing of text: 

misspellings, ungrammatical i t ies ,  f ragments ,  crazy 
punctuat ion ,  deficits in the process ing grammar ,  etc. 
The techniques descr ibed here  give us a chance to 
recover  f rom all such cases of i l l-formedness.  First we 
develop a core grammar ,  which itself is capable  of 
detecting spelling mistakes,  and of correct ing certain 

FITTED ---VP* .... SUBCL --CONJ ...... Before" 

--NPI ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "an" 

I ..... NOUN* ..... approval" 

--VERB .... "can" 

--VERB .... "be" 

--VERB*---"issued" 

.... NP ...... PRON*---"it" 

.... VERB ...... will" 

.... VERB*--- "be" 

.... AJPi .... ADJ* .... "necessary" 

I .... INFCL --INFTO ..... to" 

--VERB* ---" submit" 

--NP ..... NP ...... NOUN* "blueprint" 

..... NOUN*---"drawings" 

--PP ..... PREP .... "in" 

..... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "triplicate" 

..... NOUN*---"sets" 

--PP ..... PREP .... "on" 

..... NOUN*---"sheets" 

..... AJPI .... AVP ..... ADV* .... "no" 

i .... ADJ* ...... smaller" 

I .... PPI ..... PREP ...... than" 

J ..... QUANT---ADJ* ..... 15" 

I ..... NOUN*---"inches" 

---CONJ . . . .  "and" 

---PTPRTCLIVERB*---"drawn" 

iPPi ..... PREP ...... to" 

J ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "a" 

E ..... NOUN*---"scale" 

I ..... AJP .... AVP ..... ADV* 

--- PUNC .... ". " 

"no" 

.... ADJ* .... "smaller" 

.... PP[ ..... PREP .... "than" 

i ..... NOUN*---"I/8th" 

i ..... PPI ..... PREP .... "of" 

I ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "an" 

i ..... NOUN* ..... inch" 

.... PPI ..... PREP .... "to" 

i ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "the" 

i ..... NOUN* ..... foot" 

POSSIBLE GRAMMATICAL ERROR: MISSING COMMA. 

Before an approval can be issued it will be necessary... 

CONSIDER: 

Before an approval can be issued, it will be necessary... 

A COMMA IS NEEDED TO DEFINE CLAUSE BOUNDARIES 

Figure 10. Comma error in long complex sentence. 
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syntactic mistakes when they occur in otherwise legiti- 
mate  sentences. To this core grammar  we couple a 
fitting procedure that  produces a reasonable  best-guess 
parse for all other text strings, regardless of whether  
they meet  the g rammar ' s  criteria for sentencehood.  
The fi t ted parse then allows us to check even non-  
sentences  for  those categories  of syntact ic  errors  
that we can correct.  

C r i t i q u i n g  S t y l i s t i c  I I I - F o r m e d n e s s  in E P I S T L E  

The style componen t  of EPISTLE uses the sentence  
structures provided by the parser  as input for stylistic 
critiquing. It  consists of a set of NLP rules that  apply 
to parse trees of sentences,  identify stylistic errors and 
suggest corrections. There  is a fundamenta l  difference 
be tween style analysis and g rammar  analysis, however:  
the grammar  rule-system is based on a set of object ive 
syntactic criteria that  determine whether  the input is 
well-formed or not. The style rules, by contrast ,  are 
based on relative criteria. They place the input on a 
cont inuum of stylistic acceptabil i ty so that what  is a 
stylistic error becomes a mat ter  of degree. 

Types of sty l is t ic  i l l - formedness.  
(1) Punctuat ion.  Stylistic i l l - formedness  is 

relative since it depends on both the linguistic and the 
extra-linguistic contexts.  Linguistically, a combinat ion 
of grammat ica l  factors  in the sentence can make a 
sentence more or less ill-formed. For  example,  the 
need for a comma in a compound sentence increases 
with the length of the conjoined clauses. Thus, in "a  
decision was reached and the meet ing ended ,"  a com- 
ma before  the " a n d "  is optional;  but in "a  decision 
which was modera te  enough to satisfy even my objec-  
tions was reached,  and the meet ing was finally 
adjourned,"  a comma is necessary. An even longer 
sentence containing several  o ther  commas  might  re- 
quire a semi-colon before the "and" .  

To be able to detect  the missing comma,  the stylis- 
tic rule must have access to syntactic information pro-  
vided by the parser. It has to know that the sentence 
is compound.  Moreover ,  it has to know that  each 
clause contains its own subject  (in this case, " a  
decision" and " the  meet ing") ,  since a compound sen- 
tence with only one subject does not take a comma.  
After  all the syntactic conditions are checked and met,  
the rule measures the length of the clauses to deter-  
mine how badly the comma is needed. The output  is 
shown in Figure 11. 

(2) Other  Types  of  Stylistic I l l -Formedness .  
The style componen t  of EPISTLE detects  o ther  in- 
stances of missing or faulty punctuat ion (a comma at 
the end of a subordinate  clause, no colon before  a 
single noun-phrase,  etc). It  also addresses some types 
of compl ica ted grammat ica l  const ruct ions  that  may  
impede the reader ' s  comprehension,  such as excessive 
length, excessive noun-modif icat ion (e.g. "ear ly  child- 
hood thought  disorder  misdiagnosis") ,  and excessive 

negation (e.g., "neither the professor,  nor  his two as- 
sistants, who have been working with him on this pro-  
ject, haven't noticed the thef t" ) .  Some usage viola- 
tions are signaled, such as "split  infinit ives" and the 
usage of " m o s t "  instead of " a l m o s t " ;  and finally, 
some cosmetic changes are proposed when the syntac-  
tic structure is too uniform or when there is excessive 
repetition. 

(3) Repeti t ion.  Repet i t ion is another  instance 
of the relative nature of stylistic i l l-formedness. Gen-  
erally, repeti t ion of strings is to be avoided; however ,  
some cases of repet i t ion are more  acceptable  than  
others.  The degree of acceptabi l i ty  depends  on the 
syntact ic  funct ion of the repea ted  strings. In " the  
meeting is very very impor tan t , "  the two instances of 
" v e r y "  have the same syntact ic  function:  they bo th  
intensify the adjective " impor t an t . "  This double repe-  
tition, lexical and syntactic,  is considered poor  style. 
The error correct ion for this sentence can be seen in 
Figure 12. By contrast ,  in "it  does not surprise me 
that  that  insti tution no longer exists ,"  the two in- 
stances of " t h a t "  have different syntactic roles - one 
is a conjunct ion;  the other ,  a determiner .  This sen- 
tence is stylistically more acceptable.  Finally, in "wha t  
he does does not concern us," the two instances of 
" d o e s "  belong to two different  clauses. The style rules 
accept  lexical repeti t ion of this kind. 

Correc t ing  s ty l i s t i c  e r ro rs  in a f i t t ed  parse. 
Because syntactic information is always available, the 
style rules can apply to fitted parses,  as they do to 
regular sentences. They not only signal stylistic errors 
within the fitted parse but also assign different degrees 
of acceptabil i ty to different types of fitted parses. As 
noun phrases are the most  commonly  encountered type 
of f ragment ,  the rules accept  noun phrases  ( " M y  
warmest  regards to your son")  but mark  subordinate  
clauses as incomplete  ("Because  he refused to sign the 
papers" ) ,  as shown in Figures 13 and 14. 

Ext ra - l i ngu is t i c  factors.  The degree of stylistic 
i l l - formedness  of a sentence  depends  on extra-  
linguistic factors.  The use of con t rac ted  ve rb - fo rms  
(e.g. " d o n ' t " ,  "I'11") is quite acceptab le  in informal  
writing; it is to be avoided, though, in formal  docu- 
ments.  Style rules should accommodate  different de- 
grees of formality.  They should also be sensitive to the 
stylistic norms observed  in di f ferent  domains.  In a 
technical  manual ,  for  example ,  a uni form sentence-  
pat tern is preferred,  as it facilitates the reader ' s  com- 
prehension;  in f reshman composi t ions ,  on the o ther  
hand, a variety of sentence-pat terns  is more appropr i -  
ate as it breaks the monotony.  The style componen t  of 
EPISTLE will address such extra-l inguist ic  fac tors  in 
addition to the purely linguistic factors.  In order to do 
so, it will present  the user with a menu of style op- 
tions. The selection of the formal  option will act ivate 
the " n o  ve rb -con t r ac t i on"  rule; the selection of the 
informal  opt ion will suppress  it. Similarly, the 
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CMPD ---VPI ..... NPI ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "A" 

I ..... NOUN*---"decision" 

I ..... RELCLL--NP ...... PRON*---"which" 

i--VERB*---"was" 

I--AJPI .... ADJ* .... "moderate" 

I .... ADV ..... "enough" 

I .... INFCLI--INFTO---"to" 

l--VERB*---"satisfy" 

i--NPl ..... AJP ..... ADV* .... "even" 

I ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "my 

I ..... NOUN*---"objections" 

..... VERB .... "was" 

..... VERB* ..... reached" 

---CONJ* ..... and" 

---VP l ..... NP I ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "the" 

I I ..... NOUN*---"meeting" 

I ..... VERB .... "was" 

I ..... AVP ..... ADV* .... "finally" 

I ..... VERB* ..... adjourned" 

---PUNC .... "." 

STYLISTIC WEAKNESS: MISSING COMMA IN COMPOUND SENTENCE. 

WHY NOT HAVE A COMMA BEFORE THE CONJUNCTION? 

...was reached, and the meeting was finally adjourned. 

Figure 11. Diagnosis of a punctuation problem. 

DECL I ---NP I ..... DET ..... ADJ* ...... The" 

I I ..... NOUN* ---"meeting" 

i ---VERB* ---" is" 

i ---AJP i .... AVP ..... ADV* .... "ve ry" 

I I .... AVP ..... ADV* ...... very" 

I I .... ADJ* ...... important" 

I --- PUNC ...... . " 

STYLISTIC WEAKNESS: REPETITION. 

WHY NOT AVOID REPETITION? 

The meeting is very important. 

Figure 12. Diagnosis of a repetition problem. 

FITTED I ---NP* I .... DET ..... ADJ* ...... My" 

i .... AJP ..... ADJ* .... "warme s t" 

i .... NOUN* ..... regards" 

---PP I ..... PREP .... "to" 

E ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "your" 

I ..... NOUN* ---" s on" 

---PUNC .... " . " 

Figure 13. Fitted noun phrase (no style problems). 
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FITTED ---CONJ .... "Because" 

---VP*I .... NP ...... PRON*---"he" 

I .... VERB* ..... refused" 

I .... INFCLI--INFTO ..... to" 

l--VERB*---"sign" 

I--NPI ..... DET ..... ADJ* ...... the" 

I ..... NOUN*---"papers" 

---PUNC .... "." 

POSSIBLE STYLISTIC WEAKNESS: INCOMPLETE SENTENCE. 

WHY NOT COMPLETE THIS SENTENCE BY ADDING A MAIN CLAUSE? 

Figure 14. Fragment (subordinate clause) with diagnosis. 

technical-writing option will diagnose excessive syntac- 
tic variety,  whereas  the creat ive-wri t ing opt ion will 
diagnose monotonous  regularity. 

Potential  Diff icult ies 

Because the e r ror -de tec t ion  and fitting procedures  
permit  all sorts of non-sentences  to survive, they will 
inevitably increase the number  of ambiguities that  the 
system produces,  and will require that  additional effor t  
be spent  to restrict  the number  of possible parses.  
This is a difficult but by no means impossible task, 
since all it entails is the addit ion of more  thorough 
constraints on the core grammar.  

As an example,  consider the input string 
"Wha t  exactly does that 15 months  do."  

The intended meaning of this string could probably  
be paraphrased as "Wha t  exactly does that 15-month  
period mean?"  But there are two problems with the 
input. First and most confusingly, the phrase " tha t  15 
months ,"  as given, has a plural head noun ( " m o n t h s " )  
and a singular de te rminer  ( " t h a t " ) .  Since the CG 
cannot  understand meaning, it has no way of telling 
that the given phrase might be an elided form of " tha t  
15-month per iod."  It  therefore  detects and corrects  a 
syntactic error: number  disagreement  between premo-  
difier and noun. Secondly, the input string should end 
with a question mark. But in order to diagnose this 
error,  the g rammar  needs to realize that  a quest ion 
was intended. 

When the prob lem sentence was submit ted  to an 
earlier version of the CG, three parses resulted 
(Figures 15-17). 

The parse in Figure 15 would be appropriate  for a 
sentence such as " W h o ( e v e r )  exact ly does that  job 
prevails ."  However ,  it is thoroughly unhelpful for the 
sentt:nce at hand. It diagnoses two errors, neither of 
which really exists. 

Figure 16 is close to acceptable  for the input string. 
If the time adverbial  NP (AVPNP in the parse tree) 
were replaced by a subject NP, the syntactic structure 
would be correct  for the intended meaning. As things 

stand, this parse is only 5 0 %  helpful: it correct ly  
diagnoses the missing question mark,  but it incorrectly 
insists that " m o n t h "  should be singular in number.  

The third parse (Figure 17) gives the desired single 
error correction,  but it does so on the basis of a totally 
inappropriate  parse. The structure in this figure would 
fit a question like " W h o  exactly suffers (in order)  that  
many  people might l ive?" 

The current  version of the CG blocks the three 
parses in Figures 15 through 17 on a principled basis. 
Figure 15 can be b locked by t ightening some con- 
straints on the diagnosis of subject -verb  number  disa- 
greement  in fitted parses. Figure 16 is blocked be-  
cause of the presence of an adverbial  NP where the 
subject NP ought to be. Figure 17 is blocked by stipu- 
lating that  all subordinate  clauses beginning with a 
" t h a t "  conjunction should have modal  or subjunctive 
predicates.  

An acceptable  parse (Figure 18) is provided when 
the number  agreement  restr ict ion is r emoved  f rom 
phrases like " tha t  15 months . "  This is accomplished 
by telling the proper  rule to ignore number  agreement  
in particular cases that  involve a small subset of quan-  
tified English time words. Admittedly,  the fix would 
be more pleasing if it were part  of a larger scheme for 
understanding meaning and context.  But the correc-  
tion moves in the right direction, and certainly does 
not prevent  future processing with a more intelligent 
semantic component .  This situation clearly illustrates 
how error  detect ion results in the addit ion of finer 
constraints  on the core grammar.  

Related W o r k  

The parsing approach  closest  in spirit to our fitting 
procedure is that described in Slocum (1983, p. 170): 
the LRC Machine Translat ion System uses a "shor tes t  
pa th"  technique to construct  a "phrasa l  analysis" of 
ungrammatical  input. With this analysis, phrases can 
be translated separately,  even in the absence of a total  
sentence parse. Aside f rom Slocum's  work,  most  of 
the repor ts  in this field suggest that  unparsable  or 
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DECL ---NPI ..... PRON*---"What" 

I ..... VPI ..... AVP ..... ADV* ...... exactly" 

I ..... VERB .... "does" 

I ..... NPI ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "that" 

I ..... QUANT---ADJ* .... "15" 

I ..... NOUN*---"months" 

---VERB*---"do" 

---PUNC .... "." 

GRAMMATICAL ERROR: SUBJECT-VERB NUMBER DISAGREEMENT. 

WHAT exactly does that 15 months DO. 

CONSIDER: 

WHAT exactly does that 15 months DOES. 

GRAMMATICAL ERROR: PREMODIFIER-NOUN NUMBER DISAGREEMENT. 

What exactly does THAT...MONTHS do. 

CONSIDER: 

What exactly does THAT...MONTH do. 

THE COMBINED GRAMMATICAL CORRECTIONS ARE: 

What exactly does that 15 month does. 

Figure 15. Two faulty error diagnoses; inappropriate parse. 

i l l-formed input should be handled by relaxation 
techniques, that is, by relaxing restrictions in the gram- 
mar rules in some principled way. This is undoubtedly 
a useful strategy - one which EPISTLE makes use of, 
in fact,  in its rules for detect ing grammatical  errors 
(Heidorn et al. 1982). However ,  it is questionable 
whether  such a strategy can ultimately succeed in the 
face of the overwhelming (for all practical purposes, 
infinite) variety of ill-formedness with which we are 
faced when we set out to parse truly unrestricted natu- 
ral language input. If all i l l-formedness is rule-based 
(Weischedel and Sondheimer 1981, p. 3), it can only 
be by some very loose definition of the term rule, such 
as that which might apply to the fitting algorithm de- 
scribed here. 

Thus Weischedel and Black (1980)  suggest three 
techniques for  responding intelligently to unparsable 
inputs: 
(a) using presuppositions to determine user assump- 

tions; this course is not available to a syntactic 
grammar like EPISTLE's; 

(b) using relaxation techniques; 
(c) supplying the user with informat ion about  the 

point where the parse is blocked;  this would 
require an interactive environment,  which would 
not be possible for every type of natural lan- 
guage processing application. 

Kwasny and Sondheimer (1981) are strong propo- 

nents of relaxation techniques, which they use to han- 
dle both  cases of clearly ungrammatical  structures,  
such as co-occurrence violations like sub jec t /ve rb  disa- 
greement,  and cases of perfect ly acceptable but diffi- 
cult constructions (ellipsis and conjunction).  

Weischedel and Sondheimer  (1982)  describe an 
improved ellipsis processor. No longer is ellipsis han- 
dled with relaxation techniques,  but  by predicting 
transformations of previous parsing paths that  would 
allow for the matching of fragments  with plausible 
contexts. This plan would be appropriate as a next 
step after  the fitted parse, but it does not guarantee a 
parse for all elided inputs. 

Hayes and Mouradian (1981) also use the relaxa- 
tion method. They achieve flexibility in their parser 
by relaxing consistency constraints (grammatical restric- 
tions, like Kwasny and Sondheimer 's  co-occur rence  
violations) and also by relaxing ordering constraints. 
However ,  they are working with a res t r ic ted-domain 
semantic system and their approach,  as they admit, 
"does  not embody  a solution for flexible parsing of 
natural language in general"  (p. 236). 

The work of Wilks is heavily semantic and there- 
fore quite different  f rom EPISTLE, but  his general 
philosophy meshes nicely with the philosophy of t h e  
fitted parse: " I t  is proper  to prefer  the normal ... but 
it would be absurd ... not to accept the abnormal if it 
is described" (Wilks 1975, p. 267). 
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DECL ---NP ....... PRON*---"What" 

---AVP ...... ADV* .... "exactly" 

---VERB ..... "does" 

---AVPNPI---DET ..... ADJ* .... "that" 

I---QUANT---ADJ* ...... 15" 

l---NOUN*---"months" 

---VERB* .... "do" 

---PUNC ..... "." 

GRAMMATICAL ERROR: MISSING QUESTION MARK. 

What exactly does that 15 months do. 

CONSIDER: 

What exactly does that 15 months do? 

GRAMMATICAL ERROR: PREMODIFIER-NOUN NUMBER DISAGREEMENT. 

What exactly does THAT...MONTHS do. 

CONSIDER: 

What exactly does THAT...MONTH do. 

THE COMBINED GRAMMATICAL CORRECTIONS ARE: 

What exactly does that 15 month do? 

Figure l6 .  Onefaul ty  diagnosis, onecorrect;near-sat isfactory parse. 

DECLI---NP ...... PRON* ..... What" 

---AVP ..... ADV* .... "exactly" 

---VERB*---"does" 

---SUBCLI--CONJ ...... that" 

I--NPI ...... QUANT---ADJ ~ ...... 15" 

I I ..... NOUN*---~'months" 

I--VERB*---"do" 

---PUNC .... "." 

GRAMMATICAL ERROR: MISSING QUESTION MARK. 

What exactly does that 15 months do. 

CONSIDER: 

What exactly does that 15 months do? 

Figure 17. Correct error diagnosis but misleading parse. 

DECLI---NP ...... PRON*---"What" 

---AVP ..... ADV * .... "exactly" 

---VERB .... "does" 

---NPI ..... DET ..... ADJ* .... "that" 

I ..... QUANT---ADJ* ...... 15" 

I ..... NOUN* ..... months" 

---VERB,---,,do ,, 

---PUNC .... "." 

GRAMMATICAL ERROR: MISSING QUESTION MARK. 

What exactly does that 15 months do. 

CONSIDER: 

What exactly does that 15 months do? 

Figure 18. Correct error diagnosis; satisfactory parse. 
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